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The motor generators for the pumped storage power plant Reißeck II of VERBUND Hydro
Power (VHP) are among the most challenging generators in design and manufacturing for
ANDRITZ HYDRO during the last decade. The new cavern power plant connects the existing
Reißeck/Kreuzeck and Malta group.
With a rated output of 240 MVA, 50 Hz, and a rated speed of 750 rpm, these generators are
in the midst of the most powerful units globally considering the output per pole and air as
cooling medium.
On one hand the technical tender explicitly favours very low losses and consequently
efficiency rates above 99% in operation. On the other hand very restricted values for stress
limits, life time and rotor dynamics require a very robust but highly utilised design. For instant
6 start-stops per day for a lifetime of 70 years have to be taken into account and proven by
calculation according design guideline “FKM – Forschungskuratorium Maschinenbau” with a
safety factor of 2.
By fulfilling all technical requirements a special pole fixation design had to be reactivated and
incorporated in modern design and manufacturing issues. Special design features and 3 D
CFD and CHT (Computational Fluid Dynamic and Conjugate Heat Transfer) computation
techniques for extreme low ventilation losses had to be employed. By calculating the entire
efficiency rate (without bearing losses as specified by the customer) a guaranteed value of
99.24% resulted in the entire optimisation of the design.
This paper describes the specific generator design features to meet the high requirements
and represents the latest commissioning measurement results confirming the performance of
the generators. It also will give an indication, if such high efficiency rates are the top limit of
large hydro generators.
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